Treaty
Let it be known that, by the decree of His Majesty King Mordacus Cadvan III,
the Kingdom of Vandlar, herein after known as Vandlar, does hereby return the
land from the point directly due north of the northernmost point of the Earth’s
Scar on the Shattered Coast, south along the western border of the Earths’ Scar to
the point directly south of the southernmost point of the Earth’s Scar on the
northern bank of the Sha-Mili River, along the northern bank of said river to the
Bay of Ice, excluding the ruins of the city of Telvenor, to the Learakahn, known in
Vandlar as the Grey Shades, as its own sovereign nation, hereinafter known as the
Sovereignty of Leara. While citizens of Vandlar are within the borders of the
Sovereignty of Leara, they will be expected to obey Learakahn laws, or be punished
according to said laws. All other protected races of Vandlar will also be protected
within the borders of the Sovereignty of Leara, unless they violate the laws of the
Learakahn, and then will be subject to punishment under said laws. In addition,
Vandlar will withdraw all troops from the aforementioned lands, at the request of
the Learakahn. The return of troops, however, will be provided by Vandlar to aid
in the defense of the Sovereignty of Leara at the request of the Learakahn, to aid
in either that nation’s defense or the maintenance of this treaty. Also, should the
Learakahn request, Vandlar will fund the creation of a trade route from the
Sovereignty of Leara to the towns of Ironton and Shadewood within Vandlar.
In exchange, the Learakahn will hereby refrain from aiding, colluding or working
in any way with Mordaki Cadvan. In addition, the Learakahn will, in whatever
manner they are able, aid Vandlar in the containment and/or destruction of the
Void Shard and the purification of the area surrounding Vandlar’s capitol city of
Porthaven, known as the Nightmare Lands. Furthermore, while citizens of the
Sovereignty of Leara are within the borders of Vandlar, they will be expected to
obey by the laws of Vandlar, or be punished according to Vandlar law.

In addition, both parties agree hereinafter and for as long as they both shall exist,
to cease all hostile or aggressive actions toward one another. Furthermore, each
party will appoint an ambassador to the other nation in order to maintain lines of
communication and insure that the terms of this treaty are followed. Additionally,
each party will agree to the establishment of an embassy at locations to be
determined within each other nation’s domain to house said ambassador as well as
their retinue and staff.

Be it so signed, and hereby decreed on this 10th day, Fifth Moon, of the Year of our King 609

King Mordacus Cadvan III

The Leara

Duchess Eliseade Dorlianori

The Quintus

Baron Balick Leston

The Elenek

